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I was going to begin by thanking the author 

for the prominence she gave to benefit 

corporations and B corp certification in her 

paper.

That prominence is now gone – but perhaps 

all is not completely lost!
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methodological questions

• I will leave it to social scientists to evaluate the 
paper’s methodology and its focus on a very small 
number of companies

➢ the previous version had additional information about 
other social startups that has been deleted

• there are a number of social startups that have 
successfully gone public through an IPO or SPAC

➢ how they affect the paper’s conclusion is not discussed
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the conclusion that traditional VC 
investments pose challenges for social 

startups rings true

• the experience of the founders of B Lab is a case 

in point
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are all social impacts created equal?

• for example, are radical transparency and 

commitment to a remote work ethic as important as 

reducing greenhouse gases or paying a living wage to 

all employees?

• this question impacts directly the author’s conclusion 

that “integrated” and “compartmentalized” firms 

suffer from the same problem
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the paper proposes two solutions

• legal

➢ regulate use of the term “impact investor”

➢ change impact investor fiduciary duties

➢ link investor compensation to social performance

➢ lengthen impact investment fund timelines

• market

➢ adjust compensation of impact fund sponsors

➢ reduce expectations of accelerated growth and mega-
returns
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